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Abstract
Modeling and Simulation of Autonomous Thermal Soaring with Horizon Simulation Framework
Zhenhua Morton Li

A thermal is a column of warm rising air triggered by differential heating on the ground. In recent
studies UAVs were programmed to exploit this free atmospheric energy from thermals to improve their
range and endurance. Researchers had successfully flown UAVs autonomously with thermal soaring
method. Most research involved some form of flight simulation. Improvements to the aircraft and thermal
models for simulation purpose would enable researchers to better design their UAVs and explore any
potential flaws in their designs. An aircraft simulation with a thermal environment was created in Horizon
Simulation Framework, a modeling and verification framework that was developed by Cal Poly Space
Technologies and Applied Research laboratory. The objective of this study is to enhance the fidelity of
existing modeling and simulation methods on autonomous thermal soaring, and to advance and
demonstrate the capabilities of Horizon Simulation Framework through such implementation. The
geometry of a small remote controlled glider was used in this simulation. Aerodynamic prediction
programs DATCOM+ and AVL were used to obtained stability and control derivatives for this glider. The
induced roll effect caused by the asymmetric vertical velocity distribution of a thermal was included in the
aerodynamic roll moment calculation. The autonomous guidance algorithm for the glider included a turn
logic which would determine the correct turn direction for the glider when a thermal is detected. The
thermal model developed in this thesis included the capabilities to vary the time dependent location, height,
radius, and vertical velocity characteristics of naturally occurring thermals.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Birds have developed soaring techniques for conserving energy, extending range, and lengthening their
flight time by taking advantage of atmospheric phenomena such as gust, shear flow, and thermals. This
study focuses on the modeling of a thermal - a column of upward moving warm air. Glider pilots have
learned to use thermals to improve their range and endurance. In the recent decade, research has shown that
uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs) can utilize autonomous soaring techniques to help reduce the vehicle’s
fuel consumption, extend range, and improve endurance. Researchers have also relied on modeling and
simulation (M&S) of soaring flight to test, verify, and fine-tune the guidance and control algorithms of
UAVs systems. A high fidelity model of the aircraft and the soaring environment would allow researchers
to better prepare for unforeseen problems in their design and allow them to experiment using more reliable
data.
Horizon Simulation Framework (HSF), a system-level modeling and verification tool developed by Cal
Poly Space Technologies and Applied Research (CPSTAR) laboratory, was used to implement the
programming aspect of this study. Previous HSF projects have demonstrated many designed functions and
improved the utility of the framework. The soaring simulation developed for this study would demonstrate
one of the HSF defined position type trajectory features. Furthermore, additional functionality was added to
the HSF library through the implementation of this simulation.
In this chapter, an introduction to thermal and other soaring methods are first introduced, followed by a
description of aircraft simulation methods and an autonomous thermal soaring algorithm. The programming
framework HSF and its development are then presented. In the context of the research topics and tools
introduced, the objective of this thesis is finally discussed.

1.1 Soaring Flights
In the autonomous soaring field of study, three different soaring methods are actively researched - gust,
dynamic, and static soaring.1 Gust soaring extracts energy from a turbulent condition to improve flight
performance, utilized by vultures and petrels to exhibit better flight performance in turbulence condition
compared to their normal gliding.2 Dynamic soaring extracts energy from the shear flow in the atmospheric
1

boundary layer; albatrosses are known to trail ships in the open sea for days, by using dynamic soaring,
almost without flapping their wings.3 Finally, static soaring utilizes upward moving air mass (updraft) to
sustain flight, exemplified by condors and vultures that have used updraft mostly in the form of thermals to
migrate and forage.4 Information about turbulence, shear flow, and updraft is given along with their soaring
methods in this section. Even though the focus of this study is thermal soaring, other soaring methods are
considered here for completeness.

1.1.1 Gust Soaring
A gust is a strong sudden burst of wind. When the profile is continuous, the gust structure is generally
referred to as turbulence.5 Turbulence is also observed in between thermals, whereby the duration of gust is
usually only a few seconds. The motion of a gust is unpredictable, but a statistically representative
(stochastic) model can be used for simulation analysis. Figure 1.1 shows an example of Dryden Wind
Turbulence model.

Figure 1.1 Dryden Wind Turbulence model

Gust soaring is becoming an increasingly active research area. Implementation of such a soaring
method on an aircraft is difficult due to the short duration and randomness of gusts. A necessary fast
response from the aircraft is hard to achieve; birds, on the other hand, are naturally equipped with such
agile reactions. One method, suggested by Patel,2 is to align the lift vector of an aircraft to the direction of
the gust during flight, enabling the aircraft to utilize gust energy. However, no successful autonomous
flight is currently known to successfully employ this method.
2

1.1.2 Dynamic Soaring
Shear flow is defined as horizontal wind in the boundary layer that has a velocity gradient profile due to
the frictional force from the surface. Wind closer to the surface is slowed down by friction, thus velocity
increases with altitude. Shear flow is common in the open sea, and is successfully used by albatross to
sustain flight. In contrast, on land, shear flow that is suitable for dynamic soaring is restricted to mountain
ridges that satisfy a certain condition – a specific strength and profile of the moving air over the mountain
ridge capable of creating a well defined boundary, as illustrated in Figure 1.2 (adapted from Sachs6).

Figure 1.2 Shear flow on the leeward side of a ridge6

Dynamic soaring methods extract energy from shear flow by flying in a pattern of diving downwind,
turning, and climbing upwind, then turning and diving downwind again.3 When diving downwind, aircraft
can increase their ground speed by combining their constant airspeed with the wind velocity. Kinetic
energy is gained this way while the energy loss due to drag remains minimal. In the turning segment, the
previously gained kinetic energy can be used to travel to the intended heading, whereby energy loss in this
portion is due to aerodynamic drag. As the aircraft subsequently climbs into the wind gradient, it trades
ground speed for altitude while maintaining airspeed again. The cycle is then repeated. This soaring
technique requires a highly agile flight maneuver, as the aircraft is in close proximity to the ground, making
this flight technique very risky. No successful applications of autonomous dynamic soaring flight currently
exist; however, enthusiasts have successfully used radio controlled airplanes to perform dynamic soaring.1
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1.1.3 Static Soaring
An updraft is a vertical current of rising air. There are three forms of updraft - orographic lift, mountain
wave, and thermal. Orographic lift is the result of horizontal wind deflected upward by discontinuities on
the Earth’s surface. If temperature and wind condition are met, on rare occasions, mountain wave can be
formed from orographic lift. Thermal updraft is a parcel of buoyant rising air triggered by differential
heated-surface. Among the three, thermal is the most abundant and widely used by birds and glider pilots.7
In this section, only the structure of thermal and the soaring method used by glider pilots are further
described in detail. The terms updraft and thermal are used interchangeably in this thesis.
The formation process of a thermal is explained here. As the Earth absorbs energy from our sun, the
surface dissipates this energy to the parcel of air that is directly above. When this parcel of air is heated, it
starts to expand, becomes less dense, and rises to form a column of warm air; as a result, temperature
within the thermal decreases. At a certain altitude, the temperature inside the thermal would reach an
equilibrium point with its surroundings and will lose its driving force to rise; marking the ceiling for a
thermal. The immediate air mass below would continue to rise and push the air above out and down to the
side, similar to a glass of soda overflowing. The air that was pushed down is called downdraft or
entrainment, and is often encountered by glider pilots as they first enter a thermal. The path of the airflow
and the generalized shape of a thermal are shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Thermal Model7
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Some qualitative characteristics of a thermal are given here. Thermal is wider at the top and narrower at
the root because it expands as it rises. The vertical velocity distribution across a thermal resembles a
normal distribution with the peak velocity at the center; this velocity profile matches what glider pilots
experience during their soaring flight.4 Thermals have irregular sizes and shapes which change constantly
due to solar and wind conditions. Quantitatively, thermals have diameter that can range up to 1,000 meters
wide; height varying from 500 to 3700 meters; lasting from 5 to 30 minutes; and are characterized by
vertical air velocities of 1 to 4 m/s.4
The strength of a thermal is primary governed by the amount of available sunlight. Secondary factors
are time of day, atmosphere conditions, geographic location, and ground surface properties. The movement
and longevity of a thermal is affected by the presence of prevailing wind. Thermals tend to tilt in a steady
wind, and can be distorted or broken apart if the wind conditions are strong. Naturally occurring thermals
also tend to merge to form a bigger thermal as they get closer at high altitudes.9
Soaring methods given here are based on glider pilots’ experiences from the Glider Flying Handbook.7
The procedures of thermal soaring can be divided into four steps: locating a thermal, entering, centering,
and leaving a thermal.
Most of the techniques used by glider pilots to locate thermals rely on visual observation. For example,
often a formation of cumulus clouds signals that a thermal is right underneath. If the air inside a thermal
contains enough moisture, and the thermal reaches high enough altitude, cumulus cloud would form.
Another indicator of a thermal is the presence of other circling gliders and birds. Haze dome caused by
particulates that have been carried aloft by thermal is another visual indication. On the other hand, without
relying on visual cues to search for thermals, glider pilots often visit locations where they encountered
thermals repeatedly; these reoccurring thermals are given a name – house thermals.7
When a glider is close enough to a thermal, the first indication of the thermal’s presence is, oddly
enough, increased sink caused by the entrainment of a thermal. Next, a positive G-force should be felt by
the glider; this is caused by the increasing updraft velocity as the glider moves closer to the center of a
thermal. Furthermore, due to the stronger updraft velocity toward the center, the wing closer to the thermal
center would experience a stronger lift force than the outer wing. Under these conditions, a glider would
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roll away by a thermal, if no action is taken by the glider pilot. Glider pilots usually start turning into a
thermal either at the strongest updraft location or just right pass that point.
After a thermal is located, a glider pilot needs to determine which way to turn in order to enter the
thermal properly. This can be determined by the initial roll motion of the glider. If a glider is banked to the
right upon entering the thermal, the glider pilot should make a left turn to enter. Once a glider enters the
thermal, pilot should straighten or tighten the turn toward the stronger lift direction. The goal of centering a
thermal is to determine the location of the best lift and move the glider into it for the most consistent
climb.7 A good set of rules-of-thumb used by glider pilots is from Reichmann:
As climb improves, flatten the circle (~15-20o bank angle)
As climb deteriorates, steepen the circle (~50o bank angle)
If climb remains constant, keep constant bank (~15-20o bank angle)
The criterion for leaving a thermal depends on whether the goal is to maximize altitude or shorten cross
country flight time. If the goal is to maximize altitude, the glider should stay as long as the climb rate is not
negative. In contrast, if the goal is to shorten cross country flight time, the glider should leave as soon as lift
is weakened.

1.1.4 Previous and Related Work
After the success of the first powered flight by the Wright brothers in 1903, interests in soaring
techniques to sustain flight were shifted away from the early aviation pioneers. Much of the early soaring
method research was continued on by a small group of aeroecologists, who applied aerodynamic principles
to avian ecology.3 Presently, many of the existing soaring techniques are based on the actual flight strategy
of migrating birds.
In 1998, Wharington first proposed the use of autonomous thermal soaring to extend the range of an
UAV. In his research, he used a neural-based thermal locator algorithm to estimate a thermal’s location,
strength, and radius. He also used reinforce-learning algorithm for his soaring guidance system. Much of
the subsequent work done by other researchers on autonomous thermal soaring can be traced back to
Wharington’s initial designs.
The progress of autonomous thermal soaring made a huge leap with Michael Allen’s research at NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center. Allen had first developed a three degrees-of-freedom flight model along
with a basic updraft model to assess the annual performance benefits from updraft. Results from his
6

simulation indicate that UAV can gain significant endurance improvement using thermal soaring.8 In 2006,
Allen presented a high fidelity updraft model that more accurately represented the naturally occurring
thermal.9 In 2007, Allen published detail implementation of a guidance algorithm on autonomous thermal
soaring along with successful autonomous soaring flight test results. Instead of using a neural-based
algorithm from Wharington’s research, Allen implemented a less computationally intensive iterative fit
thermal locator algorithm developed by Staffan Kjerrström.10
Another breakthrough came from Daniel Edwards11 of North Carolina State University. In 2008,
Edwards had successfully sustained 1.5 hours of autonomous thermal soaring flight. Later that year he had
unofficially beaten the world record maximum range for radio controlled glider with 60.4 miles distance
traveled in about 4 hours of flight. Edwards had chosen to focus his effort on robustness and flight testing
during the development of his UAV and bypassed the option of a high fidelity simulation. Edwards used
Allen’s work as a starting point, but he chose Wharington’s neural-based method instead of Allen’s
iterative fit algorithm. Allen did not use the neural-based method because it was too computationally
intensive for the onboard computer to handle. Edward solved this problem by using ground based
processing and relayed the control and telemetry data wirelessly to his UAV. Edwards also suggested that
the iterative fit algorithm was limited to thermal center prediction within the measurements of the UAV’s
flight path; whereas the neural-based algorithm does not have such restriction and can make better thermal
location prediction.
With the successful development and flight test from Allen and Edwards, other aspects of thermal
soaring are also being investigated. In 2007, Kahveci12 from University of Southern California investigated
the benefits of using trajectory optimization for thermal soaring. In 2009, Andersson and other researchers
at Naval Postgraduate School showed that cooperating UAVs can increase the likelihood of finding
thermals in simulation.13,14,15 Researchers at Naval Postgraduate School planned to use flight test results to
verify their simulation finding; but no published data was found at the time this thesis was written. The
soaring guidance algorithm used by Andersson was based on Allen’s work with modification. The most
recent research found in this field came in 2010, from Matthew Hazard16 of North Carolina State
University. His research was based on both Allen and Edwards’ work, with focus on improving the thermal
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center locator algorithm. His solution was to use Unscented Kalman Filter, a nonlinear recursive estimator.
Simulation of his method showed good convergence and phase lag performance.

1.2 Modeling and Simulation of Flight
Fighter, bomber, and surveillance aircraft played important roles in World War I. The military realized
that they needed to find a way to train new pilots faster, safer, and more efficiently. The use of a flight
simulator suited those needs. With the advancement of analog computers in the 1940s and digital
computers in the 1960s, flight simulators became standard training devices for the aircraft industry. As the
designs of new aircrafts became more advanced and complex, computer flight simulations were used by
designers in the early stages of development to safely test and verify their ideas to prevent costly
modification later on. Flight simulation encompasses many different systems in order to replicate the
behavior of an aircraft in flight; visual display, motion cue, computational model of an aircraft are some
examples. The present study focuses on the computational models that represent an aircraft system and the
thermal environment. A small glider is used as the aircraft platform for this simulation.
In this section the tools used to construct the flight simulation are introduced. Three coordinate frames
represent the vector information of different models. Quaternions represent aircraft attitude information.
Equations-of-motion (EOM) are a system of ordinary differential equations that describes the motion of an
aircraft with different forces and moments acting upon the airframe. Some of the major forces and moments
that are usually included in a flight simulation come from aerodynamics, propulsion, landing gear, gravity,
and wind models. An aerodynamic model predicts the force and moment that an aircraft’s geometric shape
generates as it moves through the airstream. Propulsion and undercarriage models are omitted in this work,
as the modeled aircraft is a small glider and does not have such features. Gravitational model of Earth
estimates the gravitational force applied to the aircraft as a function of altitude. In this simulation thermals
were used as the wind model. An autonomous guidance and control system was used to fly this UAV; since
no pilot was available to fulfill this task. Earth’s atmospheric model provides pressure, temperature, and
density information to the other systems. Figure 1.4 shows the interaction of these systems.
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Figure 1.4 Aircraft model diagram

1.2.1 Coordinate Frames
A flat Earth model was used in this simulation. Geometric, rotational, and magnetic properties of Earth
were neglected. These assumptions were acceptable since the distance traveled in this simulation was
small. Three coordinate frames were used in this study – body, stability, and local ground reference frame.
Body frame is a common frame for forces and moments of the aerodynamics, propulsion, and landing gear
models to be expressed in. Stability frame was used to express the stability and control derivatives from
aerodynamic model calculations. Local ground reference frame, or just local frame, was used to express the
position of the glider and was treated as the inertial reference frame. Origin and axes definition of the three
frames are shown in Table 1.1 and Figure 1.5.
Table 1.1 Origin and axes definition of the coordinate frames

9

 axis of all three frames is the vector cross product of  axis crosses  axis. The local frame is also referred
to as the north-east-down frame (NED).  is the direction that the glider is flying.

North

Figure 1.5 Reference frames

1.2.2 Euler Angles and Quaternion
The orientation of an aircraft can be described by a sequence of rotational angles called the Euler
angles. The order of the rotation sequence from the local frame to the body frame, is important with the
proper sequence being yaw-pitch-roll. In an actual aircraft, the pilot can obtain the Euler angles either by
looking outside of the aircraft or from the attitude indicator and the heading indicator. Figure 1.6 illustrates
the rotation sequence and the Euler angles.

10

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1.6 Using yaw-pitch-roll sequence to obtain aircraft Euler angles

However, the mathematical calculation of the Euler angles would encounter a singularity solution when
the pitch angle is 90 degrees. This also happens to the rotational rate measurement device of an actual
aircraft; such phenomenon is called gimbal lock. In simulation, Quaternion parameters can be used instead,
to keep track of an aircraft’s attitude information and to solve for the corresponding Euler angles without
running into the gimbal lock problem.
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1.2.3 Equations of Motion
If the forces and moments acted upon an aircraft by its subsystems and the environment were known,
the aircraft motion as a function of time progressed can be represented by the equations-of-motion (EOM).
The EOM used in this simulation accounted for motion with six degrees-of-freedom (6DOF), which are the
three translational movements in the , ,

direction and the three rotational motions of roll, pitch, and

yaw; as illustrated in Figure 1.7. The EOM in this study also included the nonlinear and coupled effects.
EOM can be described as nonlinear if the equations account for the nonlinear combination of aircraft states.
For example, forward acceleration calculation in nonlinear EOM is depended on the combination of yaw
rate and the side velocity. Furthermore, EOM can be described as coupled if the motion in the lateraldirectional axis affects the longitudinal axis, and vice versa.

Figure 1.7 Six degrees-of-freedom motion of an aircraft17

1.2.4 Aerodynamic Prediction Methods
There are many different methods that can be used to predict the aerodynamics of an aircraft, including
manual calculation of aerodynamic theories, semi-empirical method such as Digital Datcom and
DATCOM+, computational numerical method such as AVL and Fluent, wind tunnel results, and system
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identification method from flight test data. DATCOM+ and AVL were used to complement each other and
provide aerodynamic stability and control derivatives for the glider model used in this study.

1.2.5 Gravity
The gravitational model used in this simulation is based on Newton’s law of universal gravitation. The
force exerted on the aircraft was calculated as a function of the mass of Earth, the mass of the glider, and
the distance between the Earth’s center and the glider. This simple model assumes that the Earth is a
perfectly uniform sphere and does not account for rotational effects of Earth.

1.2.6 Thermal Model
The thermal model used in this simulation is based on Allen’s research.9 Modification was made to the
original model to include additional characteristics of naturally occurring thermals. Figure 1.8 shows a
graphical representation of the thermal model used in this simulation; MATLAB’s built-in function
contourslice was used to create this figure. The color of the contour lines that form the thermal model
represents the updraft vertical velocity. The velocity is stronger at the center of a thermal and weaker at the
outer radius, which resembles a normal distribution described earlier. Downdraft is found at the top portion
of the thermal model, which is represented by blue contour lines.
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Figure 1.8 Computational updraft model

Some additional characteristics of a thermal were incorporated in this simulation, such as height, radius
and vertical velocity of a thermal are time dependent variables; they are affected by the amount of sunlight,
time of day, atmospheric condition, geographic location, and ground surface properties. Also the position
of a thermal tends to drift in the prevailing wind direction.

1.2.7 Guidance and Control
The guidance and control of this glider are comprised of two parts – the autopilot and autonomous
soaring guidance system. The autopilot was used to stabilize the glider and accepted maneuver command
from either the operator or the autonomous guidance system. Classical control theory was used to design
the autopilot. Sims’ work18 was used as a reference during this designing process, whereas the autonomous
guidance system was based on Allen’s research. The guidance system used in this simulation is consists of
four main parts – the mode logic, turn logic, thermal identification, and soaring controller. Mode logic
algorithm decides whether a glider should engage or disengage to/from autonomous thermal soaring mode.
Turn logic determines which side a thermal relative to the glider is, and controls the turn direction if the
14

soaring mode is engaged. Thermal identification algorithm estimates a thermal’s location, height, radius,
and vertical velocity. The soaring controller calculates the optimal turn rate that a glider should use to
center a thermal based on a heuristic approach.

1.2.8 Standard Atmosphere
The first practical table for a standard atmosphere suitable for aeronautical research use was compiled
by Walter S. Diehl in 1925. This model treats the air mass as a homogenous mixture of gas that rotates with
Earth. Measurements used for this atmospheric model were averaged over a full year at different regions
around the world. Many variants of the original model had been created. All subsequent versions of the
1925 standard atmospheric model have good agreement with the original data up to 20 kilometers altitude.
This simulation used the ARDC 1959 standard Atmosphere model.19,20

1.2.9 Previous and Related Work
Since constructing a simulation-architecture and modeling the aerodynamics of a glider are a major
aspect of this study, related research are mentioned here.
Turevskiy21 proposed an aircraft design process that uses both free and commercial off-the-shelf
programs to construct flight simulation and to design flight control system. Numerous prebuilt simulation
system models from MATLAB/Simulink’s Aerospace Blockset were used to construct the aircraft model in
his research. Digital Datcom was used to estimate the aerodynamic characteristics of a light weighted
monoplane.
Leong22 developed a 6DOF, nonlinear, coupled UAV simulation and validated his result using flight
test data. Roskam’s AAA and Drela’s AVL aerodynamic prediction programs were used in his study. Flight
test results suggested that the nonlinear 6DOF EOM provides more accurate aircraft response and coupling
effect than the linear simulation.
Ghoreyshi24 automated a Computer Fluid Dynamic (CFD) process to generate stability and control
derivative tables to model the aerodynamics of an aircraft. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes method
(RANS) was used for the CFD calculation. When CFD result, DATCOM, Tornado and wind tunnel test
data were compared, a good match was found between the CFD results and the wind tunnel measurements.
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Ghoreyshi’s work provided a highly accurate and robust way of computing the aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics without the costly wind tunnel testing.
Foster25 proposed a new method of determining the longitudinal handling qualities for small UAVs. His
research suggested that small UAV has a higher natural frequency on all modes of oscillation. Based on
this finding, he developed a new load-factor-sensitivity flying qualities criterion for UAVs. His work was
based on the MIL-F-8785C military specification handling qualities. The new handling qualities suggested
from his work were also used to evaluate the modeled glider of this simulation.

1.3 Horizon Simulation Framework
Horizon Simulation Framework (HSF) is the underlying programming environment used to create the
flight simulation in this thesis. HSF is a C++ based modeling and simulation framework, whereby software
application, as well as operation of the simulation is implemented in Microsoft Visual Studio.
HSF was developed by the Cal Poly Space Technologies and Applied Research (CPSTAR) laboratory
in the summer of 2006 with support from Cutting Edge Communication, LLC.26 The initial thrust of the
program was toward the application of systems engineering principals as applied to space systems.
However, the HSF design supports modeling and simulation of any system, such as ground troops, blimps,
or UAVs. HSF was built as a modeling and simulation framework used to perform system level
requirement verification and validation that designers could use throughout the design process. More
information on Horizon Simulation Framework can be found in the HSF reference manual.27
HSF uses a standard test scenario to verify the integrity of each of its new stable releases, such as the
Aeolus test case scenario of an extreme-weather imaging satellite mission. The framework provides the
necessary modeling and calculation tools which allowed the designer of HSF to model the subsystems of an
extreme-weather imaging satellite. The Aeolus satellite system was simulated over three revolutions around
the Earth, and HSF’s exhaustive-schedulers were used to select the optimal schedule that would collect the
maximum number of images. Through the simulation of such scenario, possible subsystems constraints or
failures can be identified and allow the designer to make appropriate changes.
The main advantage of HSF is its computational performance. Since the simulation process in HSF is
implemented through compiled codes, it can run faster than if higher level programming languages or tools,
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such as MATLAB or Visual Basic, were used. One possible drawback of HSF is the steep learning curve
required from the users new to C++ programming. Since HSF is written in C++, it is also computer
platform independent. HSF is an open source research development project and its important benefit is the
free access to its source code for researchers.
Development and improvement of HSF have been the work of many projects and graduate theses. The
continued improvement on HSF makes it more competitive to similar commercial software and allows
students to research and contribute to the development of such simulation tool. The work here contributes
to the growth of HSF.

1.3.1 Development Principles
HSF was developed with three principles in mind – modularity, flexibility, and utility. Original
developers designed the interaction between the scheduling algorithm and the system model, as well as the
subsystems interaction within the system model to be modular. The interactions are rigorously defined such
that they can only interact through a very limited set of protocols. This allows the scheduling algorithm or
the subsystems to be replaced easily. Consequently, this promotes the users to build their subsystems in a
modular way, so that can be included in the HSF library and be reused later.26
The subsystem modeling in HSF is flexible. Since no internal limits are placed on how a subsystem is
modeled, only the interaction between subsystems is specified; the HSF user has a full freedom in their
modeling. Hence, the simulation of a glider soaring within a thermal is possible in HSF.
The original HSF developers aimed for the framework to be useful and reusable. Thus, a library of tools
is included in the framework to ease the workload for the programmers. Different integration methods,
coordinate-frame-transformations, matrix, Quaternion, XML file format parser, and more are included in
the HSF library. The library is growing, as new projects contribute to the development and testing of the
framework.

1.3.2 Position Types in Horizon Simulation Framework
The classification of the type of positions that HSF uses to associate with each system is of particular
importance because the results of this thesis demonstrate the dynamic-ECI position type of HSF. In HSF,
the position of the system can be represented by latitude, longitude, and altitude (LLA) coordinates or Earth
center inertia (ECI) coordinates. The trajectory of the system is further specified as static, predetermined, or
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dynamic. Static object does not move or is nearly stationary for the duration of the simulation; examples
are buildings on Earth and distant stars. Predetermined objects’ trajectory can be calculated before the start
of simulation, such as for satellites in orbits and trains on rails. Dynamic type systems describe objects that
can vary their trajectory in response to events or the environment they reside in, as exemplified by the
thermal soaring simulation. The combinations of the two coordinate representations and the three trajectory
types yield the six position types that are available in HSF.

1.3.3 Previous and Related Work
Some of the past and current projects will be discussed here to provide perspective on HSF
development progress. As mentioned, each new version of HSF is validated through the test case scenario
of the Aeolus mission to verify the integrity of the new development. In the latest stable release of the
framework, the number of imaging satellites had increased from one to three simultaneous satellites in
operation, demonstrating the multi-asset capability of the framework.
Cory O’Connor26 had meticulously defined the interaction between various modules of the framework
and, thus, determined the underlying structure of HSF. In his study, Derek Siebel implemented a new
scheduling algorithm for HSF, showcasing the modularity principle.
One of the previous projects resulted in a simulation of a blimp interacting with wind field information
obtained from online weather database. This simulation was the first to demonstrate the Dynamic-LLA
position type. However, this simulation did not fully utilize the HSF library and did not adhere to the
modularity principle. As result the blimp system was not able to interact with other systems in HSF.
More recently, Brian Patrick developed a graphical user interface for HSF using C# programming
language. His work did not modify the core codes of HSF, but would make using HSF more convenient for
new users. Brian Butler is currently working on creating a scripting interface for HSF. The scripting feature
would be similar to the scripting capability of MATLAB and would create a higher level user interface that
would allow using HSF without the need to learn C++. The learning curve for the scripting language would
be easier.
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1.4 Objective
The motivation for this study came from the opportunity to work with CPSTAR in developing an
aircraft simulation that would dynamically reacts to the environment. The inspiration for research in the
field of thermal soaring originated from the author’s daily sighting of turkey vultures soaring in the sky of
San Luis Obispo. Moreover, the idea of modeling a glider and a thermal environment came from the
ongoing research in the field of the autonomous soaring, especially from Michael Allen’s work. Many
different aspects of thermal soaring have been studied by other researchers, such as thermal locator
algorithm, soaring guidance algorithm, trajectories optimization, and cooperating UAVs. One common
aspect of previous studies is that they all involve some form of computational flight simulation. Thus,
improvement to the simulation process can possibly help the researchers better design their aircrafts.
The construction of such soaring simulations can be broken down into three major components: aircraft
model, thermal model, and the aircraft guidance and control. Improvement on the aircraft model can be
obtained from a higher fidelity aerodynamic prediction method, which accounts for the interaction between
the aircraft and the thermal model. For example, when a glider flies through a thermal without any active
control, the glider should be rolled away by the nonuniform lift distribution within a thermal. Thermal
models can be improved by incorporating more characteristics of naturally occurring thermals. The
guidance and control algorithm should then take advantage of the higher fidelity aircraft and thermal
models to develop better soaring algorithms.
In order to positively contribute to the development of HSF, the soaring flight simulation of this study
should adhere to the design principles of the framework. The aircraft system should follow the modularity
principle and be constructed in such a way that it would interact with the framework. By successfully
simulating the soaring flight of a glider, the flexibility principle and the Dynamic-ECI position type of HSF
will be demonstrated. Supporting algorithms used in the flight simulation should be written in ways that
they could be added to the HSF library and be reused later.
The objective of this study is twofold; first is to enhance the fidelity of existing modeling and
simulation methods on autonomous thermal soaring; second is to advance and demonstrate the capabilities
of Horizon Simulation Framework through the implementation and exercise of this glider thermal soaring
simulation.
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1.5 Organization of Thesis
The aircraft model, thermal model, and the guidance and control designs are introduced in Chapter 3 –
5. Additional algorithms that were used to help implement the simulation in HSF are discussed in Chapter 6
. Autonomous thermal soaring flight simulation results are shown in Chapter 7 . Finally conclusion is given
in Chapter 8 .
Chapter 2 describes the tools and systems used to build the aircraft simulation. The method of using
Quaternion parameters to represent the aircraft attitude is introduced first. The EOM that govern the
dynamics of the aircraft are given next. Aerodynamic models are explained in detail with the emphasis on
DATCOM+ and AVL aerodynamic prediction programs. Next, the induced roll interaction of a glider and a
thermal is derived, with gravity and atmospheric models covered last.
Chapter 3 briefly introduces the thermal model from Allen’s research. Improvements to the thermal
model are covered next. In the present study, additional thermal characteristics such as time dependent
height, radius, vertical velocity, and drift were incorporated to the thermal model through the use of lookup
tables. Each parameter was stored in lookup tables as functions of time and the corresponding thermals.
In Chapter 4 , the glider’s autopilot is designed based on classical control theory. A linearized and
decoupled glider model is used to design the longitudinal and lateral-directional controllers separately.
Nonlinear simulation is used to verify the controller designs. The bare-frame glider dynamic modes are
evaluated and compared to the flying qualities listed in Nelson and Foster. A longitudinal axis controller is
designed to hold pitch angle command. Lateral-directional axes controllers are designed to take yaw rate
command from either the heading controller or the autonomous soaring guidance controller.
In Chapter 5 the four parts of the guidance system are presented. Mode logic is used to determine
whether the glider should be in normal flying mode or autonomous soaring mode. Turn logic is used to
determine if the glider should make a clockwise or counterclockwise turn when a thermal is detected.
Thermal properties, such as the thermal center location, radius, and vertical velocity information are
estimated by the thermal identification algorithm. This information is subsequently used to help determine
how steep a turn the glider should bank to center a thermal in the soaring controller.
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Chapter 6 gives supporting algorithms of interpolation and a transfer function routine. Interpolation
methods are used to interpolate the predetermined aerodynamic stability & control derivatives tables. Four
interpolation methods with different curve smoothness results and computational performances are
included in the HSF library. The transfer function routine is used to convert parts of the controller designs
to the time domain state space form. Verifications of both methods are also given in this chapter.
In Chapter 7 a series of simulation flights are used to demonstrate the result of the improved aircraft and
thermal models. The turn logic algorithm is validated through simple glider flights, making the correct turn
direction into thermals on either side of the glider. The benefit of this additional algorithm is explored by
the soaring race result of two gliders, one with and one without the turn logic. The improvement on the
thermal model is validated through another flight with three thermals varying their shapes, strengths, and
locations.
Chapter 8 summarizes the improvements made to the aircraft model, thermal model, and the guidance
system. It also reviews this project’s contribution to Horizon Simulation Framework. Some possible future
work is also suggested.
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Chapter 2 Aircraft Models
This chapter covers the tools used to construct an aircraft simulation. Modeling methods for aircraft
simulation are extensively published; thus, their detailed derivations are not repeated here. The aircraft
simulation methods used in this research are based on the work of Rolfe23 and Diston.20 Aircraft
aerodynamics prediction methods vary greatly throughout the published literature. DATCOM+ and AVL
were used in this project because these two methods are computationally fast, prediction results are well
acknowledged by the academic community, and they are free. The implementation and derivation of the
thermal induced roll moment are given next. Basic Earth’s gravitational and atmospheric models are
included in the last portion of this chapter. The detailed description of the coding implementation of this
project can be found through CPSTAR.27

2.1 Quaternion Method for Aircraft Attitude
The procedure of using Quaternion method to determine the aircraft orientation is outlined in Figure

2.1. First, the Quaternion rates  ,  ,  ,

parameters  ,  ,  ,

 are calculated using the previous time step Quaternion

 and aircraft rotational rates , ,

. The Quaternion rates are integrated to

obtain the next time step Quaternion parameters. Next, the intermediate variables direction cosine functions

are calculated and used to calculate the Euler angles and the direction cosine matrix (DCM), used for
coordinate frame transformation.

Body Rates

Quaternion
Rates

Integrate

Euler Angles

Direction
cosines

Quaternions

Quaternions

DCM
Figure 2.1 Aircraft attitude calculation implementation using Quaternions

At the beginning of a simulation, if the Euler angles are known, the Quaternion parameters can be
initialized by using the set of equations given by Eqs. (2.1).
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(2.1)

Rotational rates are obtained from the integration of the EOM, and the Quaternion parameters are obtained
from the integration of the Quaternion rates. If these variables are known, Quaternion rates can be solved
by Eqs. (2.2). Note that Quaternion parameters need to be normalized first to eliminate numerical error
from the previous integration process.
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Once the Quaternion rates are integrated to yield the Quaternion parameters, the direction cosines can be
calculated
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Direction cosines are then used to calculate the Euler angles

Coordinate transformations between the local frame and the body frame can be performed through Eqs.
(2.5). The matrix that converts one frame to another frame is called the direction cosine matrix.
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MATLAB/Simulink’s built-in blocks Quaternions to Rotational Angles, Quaternion to Directional
Cosine Matrix, and Rotational Angles to Quaternions were used to verify the implementation of the
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Quaternion method in HSF. A series of inputs were used in both Simulink’s built-in blocks and HSF’s
Quaternion implementation; both programs yielded the same result.

2.2 Equations of Motion
Derived from Newton’s law, the kinematic equations-of-motion that govern the translational and
rotational movements of a rigid aircraft are given in Eqs. (2.6). Assumptions used in their derivation are:
•
•
•
•

Local frame is treated as an inertial frame
The aircraft has rigid structure and is treated as a point mass
The mass of the aircraft is constant with respect to time
The aircraft is symmetric about the .2  plane; hence 678  0 and 68:  0

Where:
; , = , >
;, =, >
, , 
<, ?, @

A, F, B

6 , 6 , 6 , 6
m

;  </( = # >
=  ?/( > # ;
>  @/( ; # =
A6: B67: C67 67: # 68 67: 6: 67: D
 

67 6: # 67:
  EF $6: # 67 % $  #  %67: G/68
  HB

C67 # 68 D


C68 6: # 67:
# 6: D

(2.6)

$ # %67: I/6:

Accelerations in the . , J ,

J direction
J direction

Velocities in the . , J ,
Body roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate
Forces in the . , J ,

J direction
Moments about the . , J ,
J vectors
Moments of inertia
Glider mass

2.3 Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
The aerodynamic forces and moments would be first solved in the stability frame using Eqs. (2.7) and
then converted to body frame using Eqs. (2.8).

<KJ  #LM NO
?KJ  LP NO
@KJ  #LQ NO
AKJ  LR NO.
FKJ  LS NO3
BKJ  LT NO.
N  UV W
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(2.7)

Where:

<Y. , ?KJ , @KJ
AY. , FY. , BKJ
<. , ?J , @J
A. , FJ , BJ
N

X
LQ
LM
L8
LR
LS
LT

<J
cos$X%
- ?J /  - 0
@J
sin$X%
AJ
cos$X%
-FJ /  - 0
BJ
sin$X%

0 #sin $X% <KJ
1
0
/ - ?KJ /
0 cos $X% @KJ
0 #sin $X% AKJ
1
0
/ -FKJ /
0 cos $X% BKJ

(2.8)

Forces in the stability axis
Moments in the stability axis
Forces in the body axis
Moments in the body axis
Dynamic pressure, B/(

Angle of attack, rad
Lift coefficient
Drag coefficient
Side force coefficient
Roll moment coefficient
Pitch moment coefficient
Yaw moment coefficient

The non-dimensional stability coefficients LQ , LM , L8 , LR , LS ,

LT are calculated by Eqs. (2.9). Next

section would cover the methods of obtaining the stability and control derivatives used to calculate the

nondimensional stability coefficients. The definition of the nondimensional stability and control derivates
are given in Appendix A .

Lift:
Drag:
Side Force:
Roll Moment:
Pitch Moment:
Yaw Moment:

LQ  LQZ[\ ]X^

LM  LMZ[\ ]X^
L8  L8e f
LR  LRe f

LRg 

L8h  ./ $2ab %

LRh  ./ $2ab %

LS_ X

LTg l

LQ ]cd ^

LQ`  3/$2ab %

LM ]X, cd ^

L8g 

LS  LSZ[\ ]X^
LT  LT k f

LQ_ X

L8ih cj

LR ]c ^

LS`  3/$2ab %

LTh  ./ $2ab %

LRih cj

(2.9)

LS ]cd ^

LT ]X, c ^

LTih cj

2.4 Stability and Control Derivatives
This study focused on methods of modeling the aircraft aerodynamic characteristics, rather than on
optimizing the design of an UAV. Hence, the choice of the aircraft model was based on the completeness
of the available geometry information. The chosen aircraft is the HYPER-DL 1.5M sailplane. Methods
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used to estimate the aerodynamic characteristics are DATCOM+ and AVL. Details of these two programs
are given here along with their limitations. They were chosen to complement each other and to validate
their results. For this simulation, the lift, drag, pitch moment, and roll moment derivatives are obtained
from DATCOM+, whereas the side force and yaw moment derivatives are obtained from AVL.

2.4.1 Glider Geometry
HYPER-DL is a small, remote controlled, hand launched, sailplane made of balsa wood, fiberglass,
resin, foam, and black poplar veneer wood sheeting; shown in Figure 2.2.28

Figure 2.2 HYPER-DL 1.5M sailplane28

A general summary of the glider’s information is given in Table 2.1. Detailed geometry information of
the HYPER-DL was obtained from its manufacturer’s website and by using scaled digitized measurements
from its 3-view plan. Detail digitized measurements of the HYPER-DL are given in Appendix B .
Verifications of these measurements were performed through visual comparison; an example is given in
Figure 2.3.
Adjustments were made to the aircraft model, as the information on the HYPER-DL was incomplete.

The original airfoil of the HYPER-DL is the mB1033 modified, instead a similar airfoil S7012 with more
support data was used. The value of the moment of inertia for the HYPER-DL was not available so the
inertia value of Mark Drela’s SuperGee, which has similar dimensions and weight, was used instead.29
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Table 2.1 Modeled glider’s general information

Figure 2.3 Glider manufacturer’s plan drawing with partially digitized body outline

2.4.2 DATCOM+
Aerodynamics prediction can be manually calculated based on classical aerodynamic theories.
However, if a detailed solution is required, this calculation process can become tedious. Back in the times
when computers were not accessible to designers, the USAF commissioned McDonnell Douglas to create a
systematic summary of methods for estimating aircraft aerodynamic stability and control (S&C)
derivatives. This collection of papers resulted in currently available USAF Stability and Control Datcom.
Datcom is a semi-empirical method that uses both aerodynamic theories and aircraft historical trends to
estimate the aircraft’s S&C derivatives.
Digital Datcom, a computerized version of the original Datcom was made available in 1978. Digital
Datcom has the same implementation as the original Datcom, but dramatically shortens the time requires
for the calculation process. Digital Datcom was written in FORTRAN. Its input file requires the geometric
dimensions of the modeled aircraft. Its output text file stores the S&C derivatives. The interface of Digital
Datcom is not very user friendly. The input text file is difficult to decipher and is thus easy to make
mistakes. The output is a single text file which is not easy to manipulate or to interface with other
programs.
Instead of using Digital Datcom, DATCOM+30 developed by Bill Galbraith was used in this
simulation. DATCOM+ is wrapper program that improved the input and output interfaces of the original
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Digital Datcom. The original code of Digital Datcom is retained in DATCOM+ with few minor execution
errors corrected. Unlike Digital Datcom, the input file of DATCOM+ allows comments to be included,
making inputting the geometry of an aircraft model much easier. For example, the meaning of the reference
parameters would not be so apparent to the designer without the comments in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Excerpt from the example input file for DATCOM+

The output of DATCOM+ consists of five files. The first file is the original Digital Datcom output file.
The second file is a XML format file which stores the S&C derivatives; this file can be used by JSBSim or
FlightGear directly. The third file, which was used for this research, is an Excel format file, which also
stores the S&C derivatives. It is provided for the user convenience as the data can be easily manipulated in
Excel or exported to other software; the author used this to extract the needed S&C derivatives to construct
the linearized glider model. The fourth file generates custom plots of the S&C derivatives. The last file is
an AC3D format file that shows the three-dimensional view of the modeled aircraft. This visual
representation helped identify many incorrect geometry configuration inputs for this project. An example
image of the HYPER-DL is shown in Figure 2.5. The input and output files of DATCOM+ used in this
simulation are shown in Appendix C .

Figure 2.5 Graphical representation of the glider geometry in DATCOM+
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Operational limitations of DATCOM+, similar to those of Digital Datcom, are discussed here.
Prediction capability of Datcom is limited to traditional wing-body-tail aircraft configuration. Resulting
S&C derivatives do not include rudder to yawing and rolling moment terms. For Reynolds number below
100,000, the result validity is questionable. Unfortunately, the Reynolds number for the flight condition of
this simulation is around 100,000; thus the output from AVL is used to verify the result from DATCOM+.
If the results from the two programs are in close agreement, the validity of the stability and control
derivatives used in this simulation can be justified.

2.4.3 Athena Vortex-Lattice
Another category of aerodynamic S&C derivatives prediction method is based on Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). The fundamental goal of CFD is to solve the Navier-Stokes equations that describe the
fluid dynamics. Generally it is not feasible to solve the closed form equations directly; thus, a numerical
method is used to solve the simplified form of the Navier-Stokes equations. If the air flow is assumed to be
inviscid and irrotational, the Navier-Stokes equations can be simplified to potential-flow theory.
Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL), developed by Mark Drela and Harold Youngren at MIT, is used here.29
AVL is one of the existing computer programs that are based on potential-flow theory. The vortex lattice
method divides the surface of an aircraft into small panels with varying strength horseshoe vortex filaments
placed on each panel. The program then proceeds to simultaneously solve the circulation on each vortex
filament, and calculates the forces and moments generated by each panel. Unlike Datcom, AVL allows
designers to model unconventional aircraft geometries. The AVL input and output files are included in
Appendix D .

Figure 2.6 Graphical representation of the glider geometry in AVL
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Operational limitations of AVL include: AVL does not provide derivatives relating to drag or the rate of
change of angle of attack; the validation of the result is limited to small angles of attack and sideslip; the
oscillatory motion of the aircraft must be slow enough so that the period of oscillation is much longer than
the time it takes the flow to traverse an airfoil chord;38 finally, the results from AVL do not capture any
nonlinear effects, such as stall.

2.4.4 Comparison and Validation
Using the same geometry, inertia, and flight conditions as inputs to both DATCOM+ and AVL, the
aerodynamics prediction of these two programs show similar results, given in Figure 2.7 to Figure 2.10.
Significant differences were observed in the side force and yaw moment terms. These can be attributed to
the prediction methods and the limitations of the two programs. DATCOM+’s prediction on lateral and
directional aerodynamic characteristics are also limited.

One common difference that is seen in LQ , LS , LM , LRg , LRh , LTg , LTh ,

LTin comparison plots is that

the stall effect was captured by DATCOM+, whereas AVL showed linear result. The difference in
LQ`

LS` plots might be caused by the different horizontal tail moment arms interpretation of the two

programs. The lower drag values predicted by AVL did not account for induced drag, whereas DATCOM+
does not demonstrate this shortcoming.
In conclusion, noting the exceptions above, the results from DATCOM+ and AVL were in good
agreement. Nevertheless, CFD, wind tunnel, or flight test would be needed if more accurate results are
desired.
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Figure 2.7 Datcom and AVL comparison of lift and pitch moment S&C derivatives

Figure 2.8 Datcom and AVL comparison of drag and roll moment coefficients

Figure 2.9 Datcom and AVL comparison of side force coefficients
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Figure 2.10 Datcom and AVL comparison of yaw moment coefficients

2.5 Thermal Induced Roll
When a glider enters a thermal region, the impact of the updraft velocity will be stronger on the wing
closer to the center of the thermal, than on the outer wing. To model this effect, each wing’s lift force was
calculated separately to account for the roll moments induced by the thermal. Asymmetrical lift distribution
on the wing in the spanwise direction would cause a roll moment on the glider. Equivalent lift vector is
used instead of the lift distributions for ease of calculation; illustration of this concept is given in Figure
2.11.
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Figure 2.11 Uneven lift from left and right wing

The calculation of the individual lift force of each wing requires the non-dimensional stability

coefficients LQ of the wing alone configuration, each wing’s angle of attack, and freestream velocity.

Individual wing LQ can be obtained from DATCOM+. Each wing’s angle of attack and freestream velocity
are calculated using the glider and the updraft velocities.

2.5.1 Moment Arm
In order to find the induced roll moments, the moment arm of the location of the equivalent lift vector is
needed. It was assumed that the glider wing has an elliptical circulation distribution; according to
Anderson,31 this is a reasonable approximation for a high aspect ratio tapered wing. Two assumptions were
made in deriving the equivalent spanwise location for the lift vectors.
•
•

Circulation distribution of the wing is elliptical

Changes of ab is negligible along the spanwise direction

Starting with the elliptical circulation distribution31

Γ$ %  Γ p1 # $2 /.%

(2.10)

Aq $ %  rb ab Γ$ %

(2.11)

where Γ is the circulation at wing root, the elliptical lift distribution can be calculated as

Then the individual wing lift force is given by:
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(2.12)

Individual wing moment about the C.G. of the aircraft can be found in similar way,
J/

Fjstuv  rb ab w



Γ$ %

(2.13)

Finally the spanwise location of the equivalent lift vector was solved, yielding

.x  Fjstuv /Ajstuv
.x 

rb ab y

J/

rb ab y

Γ$ %

J/

.  Γ /12
2


.
.Γ z/8
3z

Γ$ %

(2.14)

2.5.2 Angle of Attack and Freestream Velocity
The lift coefficient is a function of angle of attack that each respective wing sees in the freestream airflow.
The angle of attack and the freestream velocity of each wing can be found by solving Eqs. (2.20)

>}Q
;
>
>}~
Xjstuv  tan+
;


$> >}Q %
aRd|v  p;
=
XRd|v  tan+

XRd|v , Xjstuv
;, =, >
>}Q , >}~

Where:

ajstuv  p;

>

=

$>

(2.15)

>}~ %

Angles of attack that the left and right wings see
Body frame velocities

Body frame vertical updraft velocities of the left and right wings

Wing-only lift stability coefficients LQh\

LQ are obtained from Datcom as a function of angle of

attack.

2.5.3 Induced Roll Moment
Finally, the roll moment caused by these asymmetrical lift forces of each wing can be calculated by solving
Eqs. (2.16).
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(2.16)

2.6 Gravitational Model
Newton’s law of universal gravitation is presented in Eqs. (2.17).

t 

Where:


F
(


G

F

F(


(2.17)

Gravitational constant, (3 + Y +
Earth mass, 
Glider mass, 
Distance between the center of gravity of Earth and the glider
Gravitational force between the Earth and the glider

3.986004418  10 ( Y +

2.7 Atmospheric Model
The ARDC 1959 standard atmosphere model given in Anderson31 is used in this aircraft simulation. The
key defining parameter of the atmospheric model is the variation of the temperature as altitude increases.
Regions of the atmosphere can be classified as isothermal or gradient regions. In isothermal regions,
temperature remains constant as altitude increases, whereas in the gradient regions, temperature varies
linearly with the change in altitude. The rate of change of temperature as altitude increases is called the
lapse rate. Table 2.2 shows the atmospheric properties at the beginning of each isothermal and gradient
region.
Table 2.2 ARDC 1959 standard atmosphere properties
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The geopotential altitude is a fictitious altitude used to simplify the calculation of atmospheric properties.


Where:














(2.18)

Geopotential altitude, (
Geometric altitude, (

Radius of Earth, m.   6.356766  10

For the isothermal regions, once the temperature is obtain from Table 2.2, with the corresponding
altitude, the pressure and density can be calculated from Eqs. (2.19).

/   +t $u+u %/$~%
r/r  

+t $u+u %/$~%

(2.19)

Similarly, for the gradient regions, once the temperature is interpolated from Table 2.2, the pressure and
density can be calculated from Eqs. (2.20).

Where:

1 , l1 , r1
0


1

/  $/ %+t /$~%
r/r  $/ %+]Et /$~%G^

(2.20)

Gravitational constant at sea level, (/Y  .   9.80665

Temperature, pressure, and density at the base altitude of the region of interest
Geopotential altitude, m
Geopotential altitude at the beginning of the layer of interest, m
Gas constant, 287.058 +  +

Lapse rate, /(

The atmospheric model implemented in HSF is verified against the published data from Anderson; the
results are identical, as shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 Comparison between published and calculated temperature as altitude is increased

This chapter covered the tools that were needed to construct the base of the aircraft simulation,
explained the rationale in choosing DATCOM+ and AVL as the aerodynamic tools, and showed the
derivation of the thermal induced roll moment calculation.
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Chapter 3 Thermal Model
The equations used to construct Allen’s thermal model are not repeated here; detailed derivation and
implementation can be found in his research paper.9 Thus, a brief overview of Allen’s thermal model is
given first, followed by the methods of modeling the additional thermal characteristics.

3.1 Allen’s Thermal Model
Convective mixing-layer thickness

s

is the maximum above-ground-altitude an updraft can reach; it is

calculated by combining rawinsonde balloon readings and ground property measurements. Convective
scale velocity >  is a scaling parameter, based on the surface heat condition at the location of thermal.

These two parameters are used in the calculation of the thermal’s radius and vertical velocity.
A thermal’s shape is defined by its height

s

and radius  at each altitude, whereas its strength is

defined by the vertical velocity >. The outer radius of a thermal is a function of altitude and convective

mixing-layer thickness.

  ; 32 ] , s ^

(3.1)

The updraft vertical velocity is a function of the altitude, convective mixing-layer thickness, convective
scale velocity, distance from the updraft center, and updraft outer radius.

>  ; 32 ] , s , >  , ,  ^

(3.2)

According to conservation of mass, an equal amount of downward moving air mass (environmental sink) is
needed to balance out the upward moving air mass of a thermal. Environmental sink is presented
everywhere in the test area outside of the thermal.


B

Where:

>d  ; 32 ] , s , ,  , >M , B, ^

Test area, (2
Number of thermals inside the test area
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(3.3)

3.2 Time Dependent Parameters
The time dependent shape and strength properties of a thermal were simulated by multiplying the
height, radius, and vertical velocity of the original thermal. A top level diagram in Figure 3.1 demonstrates
that the original thermal model properties were modified by the time dependent gains.

Time dependent
gain: ∆zi, ∆w, ∆r2

Thermal #1
zi, w, r2

Time dependent
gain: ∆zi, ∆w, ∆r2

Thermal #2
zi, w, r2

Time dependent
gain: ∆zi, ∆w, ∆r2

Thermal #3
zi, w, r2
Original Updraft Model

Figure 3.1 Implementation of the time dependent variables

The final height, radius, and vertical velocity of a thermal are calculated using Eqs. (3.4).
s



sh n

  h

n

Δ

s

 Δ

>  >¢jstsTR  Δ>

(3.4)

Interpolation tables were created to specify the time dependent gains. Each table specified gain values at
different point in time for each thermal; an example table is showed in Figure 3.2. Time dependent gain
tables for thermal height, radius, and vertical velocity along with other thermal model parameters are given
in Appendix E .

Time, s
Thermal #1
Thermal #2
Thermal #3
Convective mixing-layer
thickness gains
Figure 3.2 Example of the time dependent height gain interpolation table
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3.3 Drift
The implementation of thermal drift is almost identical to the process described in the previous section.
Figure 3.3 and Eqs. (3.5) show the implementation of thermal drift effect. The main difference here is that
drift distance is added to the original thermal center location, rather than multiplied, as was the case for the
time dependent gains.

Drift: ∆xth, ∆ yth

Thermal #1
xth, yth

Drift: ∆xth, ∆ yth

Thermal #2
xth, yth

Thermal #3
xth, yth

Drift: ∆xth, ∆ yth

Original Updraft Model

Figure 3.3 Implementation of drift

vu  vuh
vu



n

vuh n

Δvu
Δ

vu

(3.5)

Figure 3.4 shows an example of the thermal drift distance in the y direction. Notice that drift values were
only specified up to 60 seconds. If a simulation ran for 300 seconds, the remaining drift values would be
extrapolated to the nearest set of values at 60 seconds; implying that the updraft would stop moving in the
y-direction after 60 seconds.
Extrapolate to
nearest value
240.0 300.0
18.0
18.0
28.0
28.0

Time, s
Thermal #1
Thermal #2

0.0

Thermal #3

0.0

Figure 3.4 Example of time dependent drift values in y direction
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3.4 Improved Thermal Model
The additional features of the previous two sections are demonstrate through a 300 second long
simulation with three thermals varying their shape and strength, and drifting away in different directions;
time lapse images of these thermals are shown in Figure 3.5. The thermal parameters used for this example
simulation are given in Appendix E .

Thermal #2
Thermal #3

Thermal #1

(a)

Time 00:01:00

(b)

Time 00:04:00

(c)

Time 00:05:00

Figure 3.5 Time lapse images of three thermals

Thermal #1 and Thermal #3 start forming at time = 0 seconds. Thermal #2 was already formed at the start
of the simulation. As simulation time moved forward, thermal #1 dissipated at the end; thermal #2 slowly
decreased in size and lost its strength; whereas thermal #3 remained relatively constant throughout the
simulation. The drift path of thermal #2 was outlined in Figure 3.5 (b).
This chapter presented the summarized version of the basic thermal model from Allen’s research and
demonstrated the improvements made to the thermal model of this simulation.
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Chapter 4 Autopilot Design
The goal of this chapter is to present the design of an autopilot system that would stabilize the glider
longitudinal mode as well as that of a turn rate and a heading command controller. Longitudinal and lateral
flying qualities from Nelson were used to evaluate the glider’s natural dynamics. The load-factorsensitivity handling quality from Foster was also used to evaluate the longitudinal mode.25 Some selfimposing guidelines were employed to help design the autopilot systems. The modeled glider should reach
and hold the commanded pitch angle in about 2 seconds and have less than 20% overshoot, given that the
commanded input is not too excessive. Coordinated turns are desired, as it implies that there is no lateral
acceleration during turning maneuvers.

4.1 Linear Control Law Design
Initial analysis and controller design are based on the linear model of the glider. Controller designs are
then verified and tuned in nonlinear simulation. In linear control analysis, the main assumption is that the
glider flight maneuvers are small, and the glider motions are linear. Small perturbation theory was used to
linearize the glider model.

4.1.1 Small Perturbation Theory
Small perturbation theory replaced all the variables in the EOM with reference values and a small
perturbation. With the assumption that the glider is in a steady state flight, many of the reference values can
be neglected, yielding a set of equations in state space form, given by Eq. (4.1) for longitudinal mode, and
Eq. (4.2) for lateral-directional mode.32
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Definitions of the dimensional stability derivatives used above are given in Appendix A .
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(4.1)

(4.2)

4.1.2 Longitudinal Analysis
The natural longitudinal dynamics of the modeled glider are given in Table 4.1, which also includes the
criteria for achieving level 1 and 2 handling qualities.32 With no control laws implemented, the glider has
level 1 Short-period mode handling qualities, whereas the Phugoid mode only satisfied level 2 flying
qualities32; this would be remedied in the subsequent analysis.
Table 4.1 Glider natural longitudinal response and handling qualities

¸
¹T

Where:

Damping ratio

Natural frequency, radian/second

The load-sensitivity factor /X for the modeled glider is calculated to be 10.6 q Y/

. According to

the flying qualities criterion from Foster, the HYPER-DL satisfied Level-1 load-sensitivity factor flying
qualities, as shown in Figure 4.1.

X



NLQ_
º/O

(4.3)

HYPER-DL

Figure 4.1 Load-sensitivity factor flying qualities

A pitch attitude angle controller is considered for the longitudinal mode. The design criteria are to
achieve less than 20% overshoot and settling time of less than 2 seconds. Figure 4.2 shows the block
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diagram of the longitudinal mode. The inner pitch rate feedback loop acted as a stability augmentation
system (SAS) and was intended to stabilize the glider and improve damping on the longitudinal modes. The
outer feedback loop was used to reduce pitch angle steady state error and improve transient response.

θcom

+

-

PID

+

-

Actuator

Longitudinal
Linear
Model

q
θ

Kq

Figure 4.2 Longitudinal control loop

»¢S

Where:






Commanded pitch attitude angle
Pitch rate

Pitch attitude angle
Inner loop rate feedback gain

All actuators used in the linear and nonlinear analysis are modeled as first order transfer functions with a
time constant of 0.1 seconds, given in Eq. (4.4).

3; 2  10/$Y

10%

(4.4)

Both frequency and time domain analysis were used to explore the effects of the inner loop rate
feedback gains (kq) on the outer loop. In the frequency domain analysis, root-contour plot of the outer loop

in Figure 4.3 showed that the Phugoid mode’s natural frequency decreased with increased kq; for a second

order system, a small natural frequency would lead to long settling time. The Short-period mode’s natural

frequency was significantly higher than the Phugoid mode’s, thus the Short-period mode would settle much
faster and was not included in Figure 4.3. The Bode-contour in Figure 4.4 showed that with increased kq,

the phase margin increased, but at the cost of reduced crossover frequency that indicates slow response.
Thus, both contour plots suggested that increasing kq would produce sluggish response. The frequency

domain analysis indicates that a small kq is desired.
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Figure 4.3 Root-contour of different pitch rate feedback gains, Phugoid mode

Figure 4.4 Bode-contour plot of different pitch rate feedback gains
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In the time domain analysis, the residue is attributed to the amplitude contribution of each mode to the

output response, whereby a smaller residue is desired. Table 4.2 shows that as kq increased, the residues of
both Phugoid and Short-period modes became smaller, in contrast to the frequency domain analysis.
Table 4.2 Pitch rate feedback gain effects on time domain analysis

¨

Where:

½



Y

Pitch rate feedback gain
Attenuation

Residue
Phase shift
Phugoid
Short-period

From the above analysis, pitch rate feedback gains from 0.1 to 1 have a balanced crossover frequencies
and residue values. These feedback gains were further experimented with different outer loop compensators
to determine a better controller design.
Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers were used to design the outer loop compensator for
the different pitch rate feedback gains. Time domain and frequency domain performance results of these
different controllers are summarized in Table 4.3. All PID controllers were tuned manually; hence, the
results might not be the optimum solutions. However all controller designs satisfied the self imposed
performance criteria. The longitudinal system without inner loop feedback (kq=0) was also considered
because it produced an unexpected fast settling time. In the nonlinear analysis, results between the PID
controllers with kq  0.0 and kq  0.9 were compared, as they have shown the best performance so far.

Step responses of these pitch angle controllers are shown in Figure 4.5.

PID controllers were used in this study to help achieve better performance for the autopilot. In actual
hardware implementation, PID controllers are more difficult to work with. An alternative would be the
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lead-lag compensators, which are easier to implement. The lead-lag compensators can be configured to
mimic the performance of the PID controllers at the desired bandwidth.
Table 4.3 PID compensator designs for different rate feedback gains

Figure 4.5 Step response of pitch angle controllers

4.1.3 Lateral Analysis
The glider’s bare-frame lateral-directional flying qualities were summarized in Table 4.4, which shows
that it satisfied all level-1 flying qualities. However, the spiral mode was unstable; this is acceptable if a
pilot is controlling the aircraft, but not in the case of UAV. Two methods were investigated to stabilize the
spiral mode: feedback of the roll angle to the aileron control, and feedback of the body yaw rate to rudder
control. Root loci of both methods are shown in Figure 4.6. Both methods could stabilize the spiral mode,
but when their close loop step responses are compared in Figure 4.7, the roll angle to aileron control
exhibited faster settling time and less oscillation. Thus, the roll angle feedback design would be used to
stabilize the spiral mode.
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Table 4.4 Glider natural lateral response and handling qualities

¾¢¦JRd is the time it takes the spiral mode to double its amplitude.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.6 Roll angle to aileron and body yaw rate to rudder root loci

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.7 Roll angle to aileron and body yaw rate to rudder unity feedback step responses

Proportional, proportional-Integral (PI), and PID controllers were tested in place of the roll angle to
aileron unity feedback gain to yield better results. Time and frequency domain performance results are
summarized in Table 4.5, and the step responses of the three controllers were shown in Figure 4.8. The
simple proportional controller was used because it had no overshoot, had acceptable settling time and
steady state error, and would be less demanding on the actuator.
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Table 4.5 Compensator designs for roll angle to aileron loop

Figure 4.8 Roll attitude angle controllers comparison

The goal of the lateral mode analysis was to design a yaw rate controller and a heading controller. In
autonomous soaring mode, the yaw rate controller would receive input from the autonomous soaring
guidance algorithm, whereas in normal flying mode, the yaw rate controller would receive input from the
heading controller to hold the commanded heading. The final lateral-directional control law block diagram
is shown in Figure 4.9 to aid navigating through this section. Five feedback loops were used in this
multiple-input-multiple-output system. The order of loop closure is also labeled in Figure 4.9.
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Linear
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βcom
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β
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+

-

β
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Figure 4.9 Lateral-directional controller block diagram

After the spiral mode was stabilized with the roll angle feedback loop, the rudder control loop was

closed to ensure coordinate turn. Rate of change of the sideslip angle f was used to increase damping of the

inner loop. Different rate feedback gains were tested for this control loop; step responses of these designs
were shown in Figure 4.10. Feedback gain of k  0.2 was used due to its short settling time and small
oscillation.

Figure 4.10 Step response of various rate feedback gains for  to rudder

Further simulation testing showed that even though the inner loop controller drove f to zero, the

sideslip angle generated by the initial f was not cancelled. Sideslip angle was feedback to drive its steady
state error to zero. Different compensator designs are compared in Table 4.6. The integral-lag compensator
was chosen because it has no overshoot, and suffers from less oscillatory response.
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Table 4.6 Compensator design for coordinate turn

Next, a yaw rate controller was needed to receive command input from the normal and autonomous
soaring mode. Three manually tuned PID controller step responses are shown in Figure 4.11 and their
performances are summarized in Table 4.7. In Figure 4.11, the yaw rates first started moving in the
opposite direction to that commanded, then self-corrected shortly. This is caused by the right-hand plane

zero shown in the /»¢S transfer function in Eq. (4.5), indicative of a non-minimum phase system. The
actual physical phenomenon that caused this behavior is adverse yaw. PID-3 will be used because of its
superior performance.

Figure 4.11 Yaw rate controllers
Table 4.7 Yaw rate PID controllers performance
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70020

(4.5)

Zeros
Poles

7.05
-1.79

-8.95
-6.97

-127.49
-23.6

-10

-1.77 ± 4.54i

In normal flying mode, the glider is given a heading command to search for thermals. A simple
proportional controller is sufficient for the glider to track the heading direction. Different forward loop
proportional gains were compared; with time and frequency domain performance results shown in Table
4.8. Kψ-2 was chosen because it had no overshoot, and had fast settling time. At first glance the settling
time of 8.7 seconds seems long, but if a large heading command is given to the aircraft, it is reasonable to
expect the glider to take a few seconds to reach the desired heading.
Table 4.8 Heading controllers comparison of forward path proportional gain

4.2 Nonlinear Control Law Design
Controller designs in the linear analysis are verified in this section. Some modifications were made to
the compensators to account for nonlinearity effects.

4.2.1 Longitudinal Analysis

The open inner loop PID controller and the PID (kq  0.9) controller were tested in the nonlinear

simulation and the results summarized in Table 4.9. The PID (kq  0.9) controller had to be modified to
account for oscillatory motion in the nonlinear simulation. The new compensator is reflected in the step

response comparison of the two controller designs in Figure 4.12. A PID (kq  0.9) controller was chosen
for the final design because it had a faster settling time and performed better in turbulence, as shown in

Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.15.
Table 4.9 Nonlinear simulation controller performance comparison
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Figure 4.12 Pitch angle in nonlinear simulation

Figure 4.13 Elevator control activity in nonlinear simulation
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Figure 4.14 Step response with Dryden Turbulence Model in nonlinear simulation

Figure 4.15 Elevator control activity with Dryden Turbulence Model

4.2.2 Lateral Analysis
Figure 4.16 shows that the transient responses of both linear and nonlinear simulations were similar, but
the nonlinear simulation had a greater steady state error. This was acceptable because the inner loop was
meant to stabilize the spiral mode and the error tracking was handled by the yaw rate controller.
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Figure 4.16 Linear and nonlinear roll angle controller step responses

Figure 4.17 shows that the yaw rate autopilot yielded similar result for both linear and nonlinear
simulations. The corresponding aileron and rudder deflections activities for the step yaw rate command are
shown in Figure 4.18, indicating that both control deflection activities were within reasonable limits.

Figure 4.17 Linear and nonlinear yaw rate step response comparison
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Figure 4.18 Nonlinear simulation lateral-directional control activity

For normal flight mode, the linear and nonlinear heading controllers were compared in Figure 4.19, the
step responses show exact fit. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show that the heading controller can tolerate
small amount of turbulence. Nevertheless, as it is difficult to keep track of a small heading angle if
turbulence is present; hence, a heading angle command of 45 degrees was used in the turbulence analysis.

Figure 4.19 Heading angle controllers comparison
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Figure 4.20 Heading controller in turbulence

Figure 4.21 Turbulence used in heading controller analysis

This chapter presented the detailed controller design process to stabilize the glider. First, the controllers
were designed with a simplified linear model. Then, they were verified in nonlinear simulation and the
controller designs were modified in order to yield the optimal solution. Turbulence was added to the
nonlinear simulation to test the robustness of the controller designs.
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Chapter 5 Thermal Soaring Guidance
The autonomous soaring guidance used in this simulation is performed in four consecutive steps: 1) The
mode logic engages the glider into soaring mode using estimated thermal vertical velocity. 2) The turn
logic determines the turn direction of the glider, based on the direction it was pushed away in by a thermal.
3) The thermal identification algorithm estimates the thermal location, radius, and vertical velocity by using
centroid calculation and iterative-fit algorithm. 4) Finally, the soaring controller calculates the yaw rate
command based on glider pilots’ rules-of-thumb.

5.1 Mode Logic
The thermal vertical velocity that an aircraft experienced can be estimated by the aircraft’s specific
energy. Specific energy is the sum of the kinetic energy and potential energy of an aircraft, normalized by
the aircraft weight, as given by Eq. (5.1).

  dKv

a
2

(5.1)

When an aircraft flies through a thermal, the vertical wind velocity of a thermal would directly increase
the velocity terms of the specific energy. The thermal’s vertical velocity directly contributes to the rate of
change of the specific energy  ; hence  is a good estimation for the thermal vertical velocity. According to
glider pilots’ experience, a glider should change from normal flying mode to soaring mode when the glider

is experiencing the strongest lift, near the center of a thermal. The mode logic is based on this guideline.
The pseudo code of the mode logic is given below

  Æ 1.0 && È É 0
   Y2   (2 
  É 0.1 2 (2  5 Y32
Y   Y2   (2 

Y

The specific energy acceleration È is used to determine the inflection point of the assumed normal

vertical velocity profile; È would change from positive before passing the thermal center, to negative after it

passed the thermal center. The values used in the mode logic can be changed depending on the type of
vehicle used, and when the designer wants the aircraft to enter and leave a thermal.
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5.2 Turn Logic
When a glider enters a thermal, it would be rolled away by nonuniform lift distribution within a
thermal. The glider turning logic can use this phenomenon to determine which way the glider should turn.
If a glider rolled to the left when it encountered a thermal, then it should turn to the right toward the center
of the thermal and vice versa. Simulation showed that the change in heading/yaw angle is more prominent
than the roll angle when a glider is being pushed away by a thermal; hence, the change in heading angle is
used as the determining factor for the turn logic algorithm.
In order to observe the effect of nonuniform thermal lift distribution, the glider was sent flying straight
through a thermal without interacting with the thermal; this is done to measure the thermal vertical
velocities at three different locations on the glider. Figure 5.1 shows that the difference of the updraft
velocity at the left and right wing is small; however, this continuous effect does induce a roll moment on
the aircraft. The glider was sent through a thermal once again without the autopilot system, but with the
interaction between the thermal and glider enabled. Results in Figure 5.2 show that the thermal is capable
of changing the glider’s heading angle by more than 90 degrees; this large maneuver is partially attributed
to the unstable spiral mode. In Figure 5.2, the magnitude of the updraft velocity is represented by the color
of the flight path; the red portion of the flight path indicates that the glider was flying close to the thermal.

Figure 5.1 Updraft velocities felt by glider at CG, left wing, and right wing locations
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Figure 5.2 is a bird’s-eye view of the glider flight path with the updraft velocity magnitude represented

by color. The vertical axis on this graph represents the local frame  axis, which points north, where as the

horizontal axis represents the local frame

axis, which points east. This type of graphical representation of

Updraft Velocity, m/s

the simulation results would be continuously used throughout the rest of this paper.

Figure 5.2 Glider flying through a thermal without autopilot

Next, the glider was sent through a thermal with the autopilot system designed in Chapter 4 and was
commanded to go straight ahead. The glider’s response was shown in Figure 5.3. The thermal is located
at   200

 200. The changes in roll and yaw angle were shown in Figure 5.3(a), with the change

in yaw angle more noticeable. The scale on the horizontal axis in Figure 5.3(b) was zoomed in to show the
change in the flight path. The Kψ gain was changed from 0.3 to 0.1 to deteriorate the performance of the
heading controller, in order to observe more deviation in the heading angle.
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Updraft Velocity, m/s

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.3 Glider flying through a thermal with autopilot on

The glider’s default turn direction is clockwise. Thus, if a thermal is on the port side of a glider, the turn
logic should use the initial detected heading angle error caused by the thermal induced roll moment to bank
the glider into a counterclockwise turn. The turn logic algorithm is shown in the following pseudo code.

 $(2   2( &% && $
; 32; 3&23>Y
&Y
; 3&23>Y

  2 Æ 2 %

5.3 Thermal Identification
Allen’s thermal identification algorithm is used here and a brief description is given. A set of first-infirst-out data containers was used to store the past 45 seconds’ positions and rates of change of specific

energy  information. The data were first normalized and corrected for thermal drift and the thermal

center’s location was calculated by using centroid method on the data set. An iterative fit method was used
to estimate the thermal’s radius and vertical velocity.

5.4 Soaring Controller
Soaring controller used here is based on Allen’s research, with modifications made to account for the
different glider platform used. Allen suggested that the glider should soar at 65% of the thermal’s radius,
Eq. (5.2).
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»S¾  0.65vu

(5.2)

³  »S¾ # O

Position error and steady state turn rate were used in the soaring controller. The position error is given by

vu
O

Where:

(5.3)

Estimated radius, m
Estimated distance between thermal and glider, m

In a coordinated turn, the steady state turn rate is calculated as

a
180
KK  Ê
ËÊ
Ë
»S¾


(5.4)

Figure 5.4 shows the soaring controller used in this simulation. Reichmann’s rules given in Chapter 3 were
applied as design guideline for this controller. The rate of change of  corresponds to the improvement and

deterioration of the glider’s climb performance; hence È contribution to the soaring controller was used to

satisfy rule #1 and #2. For rule #3, if the climb remains constant, the steady state turn rate from Eq. (5.4)
would keep the bank angle constant. The position error was included to help reduce steady state error.

1
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Figure 5.4 Soaring controller

This chapter covered the thermal soaring guidance, which is separate into four main components: 1)
mode logic, 2) turn logic, 3) thermal identification, and 4) soaring controller; emphasis was on the turn
logic.
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Chapter 6 Simulation Implementation
Additional methods important to the simulation implementation in HSF are included here. Interpolation
methods used to interpolate values from stability and control derivatives and the updraft model parameters
are discussed first. The controller designed for the autopilot and the soaring guidance were converted to
state space form for HSF, an overview of this process is given next.

6.1 Interpolation
In flight simulation, aircraft aerodynamic stability and control (S&C) derivatives are stored in lookup
tables, as a function of one or two parameters. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 are examples of S&C derivative
lookup tables from DATCOM+. During simulation, the drag coefficient LM can be interpolated from the

table with the given aircraft angle of attack value. Most of the S&C derivatives used in this simulation only
depend on one input variable, as shown in Table 6.1 that has only two columns, one for the S&C derivative,

and the other for the variable; such table would be referred to as one-dimensional table. Some of the
derivatives do depend on two variables, an example is given by Table 6.2; such table would be referred to
as two-dimensional table.
Table 6.1 Drag coefficient as function of angle of attack

Four interpolation methods were added to the HSF library. Linear interpolation and natural cubic spline
interpolation methods were used to interpolate one-dimensional tables, whereas bilinear interpolation and
point fitting interpolation methods were used to interpolate two-dimensional tables. Linear and bilinear
interpolations were based on the algorithms outlined in Numerical Recipes in C33; natural cubic spline
method is based on the algorithms outlined in Numerical Mathematics and Computing34; and point fitting
method is developed by Dr. Jimenez from California Polytechnic State University’s Mathematics
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department. Pseudo codes of these methods are presented in Appendix F

and the verification and

performance comparisons are discussed next.
Note that in Table 6.2, data across rows and columns follow an increasing, decreasing, or parabolic
trend except at the row of -8 angle of attack. The values from 0 to 20 degrees of elevator deflection
decreased from 0 to -0.001, and then increased to 0 again. This deviation can be attributed to the numerical
error inherent in the computational calculation. Another possible explanation is that the program DATCOM
calculates the result base on an elevator deflection and varies the angle of attack each time; hence, not
necessary capturing all the changes across different elevator deflections.
Table 6.2 Change in drag coefficient due to angle of attack and elevator deflection

Linear interpolation method assumes the region within the given data points is piece-wise continuous
and values between every set of data points are linearly connected. Natural cubic spline method not only
assumes the data points are continuous, it also assumes that the first and second derivatives are continuous,
which enhances the smoothness of the interpolated curve. Both methods were used to interpolate the drag
coefficient in Table 6.1, and the results are shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Interpolation of the one-dimension drag coefficient table

Bilinear interpolation method is basically an extension of the linear interpolation method for twodimensional tables; the interpolated values of this method lie on a flat surface in between grid points. The
point fitting method uses a best estimation method to calculate the coefficients of a surface that fits the
given data points with the least amount of error. Results from both methods are the same; however their
implementation and computational performance differ. Figure 6.2 is used to graphically verify the twodimensional interpolation methods; point fitting interpolation method result was not shown because it was
the same as the bilinear method.

Figure 6.2 Interpolation of the two-dimensional drag coefficient table
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The implementation of the linear, natural cubic spline, and point fitting methods can be divided into two
steps. The first step calculates a set of coefficients that are used to construct the interpolating function and
the second step evaluates the interpolating function with the input variable and the pre-calculated
coefficients. Note that the pre-calculated coefficients are only calculated once and stored in the computer
memory at the beginning of the simulation. Thus, during simulation, only the second step is performed. On
the other hand, the bilinear method performs the calculations of both steps during the simulation. From a
computational stand point, the linear, natural cubic spline, and point fitting methods use less processing
power and can run faster because they do not repeatedly calculate the coefficients during a simulation.
Performance comparison of these four methods is presented in Table 6.3; note that these results are
computer dependent. The natural cubic spline method takes 50% more time to run than linear method, but
provides a smoother curve. Bilinear and point fitting methods yield the same result, but point fitting method
is faster because it pre-calculates its coefficients.
Table 6.3 Computational performance of the interpolation methods

The decision of whether to use linear or natural cubic spline method depends on the given data set. In
general, linear interpolation method is preferred because of its faster computational performance compare
to the spline method. However, if the resulting interpolated curve has an abrupt sharp corner such as the
one in Figure 6.1, natural cubic spline method should be used to yield more realistic result. An alternative is
to add more data points around the sharp corner region so that the linear method can capture the curvature
around that point. As mention earlier, the results from bilinear and point fitting method are the same. If the
computer memory can hold all the pre-calculated coefficients, point fitting method should always be used.
In situation where there are more coefficients than the allowed memory space, bilinear method should be
used instead.
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6.2 Frequency to state space domain
Horizon Simulation Framework models its system in time domain state space form, whereby the RK45
integrator is used to solve the continuous state values of the modeled system as time progresses during the
simulation. The autopilot and soaring controller described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 were modeled using
frequency domain techniques. In this section, all previous controller designs were then systematically
converted from frequency domain to state space domain by using the transfer function routine. The routine
used here is based on the algorithm developed by NASA35 and MATLAB.36 The pseudo code of this
routine is given in Appendix G . In this chapter, the conversion method was demonstrated using a generic
transfer function; the actual algorithm can be deduced from the following example. MATLAB/Simulink
was used to verify this algorithm in the second section of this chapter.

6.2.1 Example
A simple generic transfer function is used, where zeros

, , 
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The transfer function is treated as two separate functions.
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(6.1)
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is converted to time domain by cross multiplying its left and right sides and

performing inverse-Laplace transform.
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The time domain equation is then rearranged into two ordinary-differential-equations in state space format.
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The transfer function was also converted to time domain
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Finally, it was also rearranged into state space format
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(6.6)

6.2.2 Derivative approximation
Derivative terms used in the PID controller and the rate of change of the specific energy were approximated

by the transfer function given by Eq.(6.7). For large constant term N, the Y term in the denominator would

be negligible, approximating the entire expression by s. B  50 was used in this simulation.

;
BY
Ò

Y B

(6.7)

6.2.3 Verification
A sine wave signal was used as the input for a transfer function Eq.(6.8) and the state space form of that
transfer function. The state space form was generated by the previously described algorithm. The outputs of
the transfer function and the state space matrix were identical, as shown in Figure 6.3.

 

2.3Y  1.17Y 
1.1Y  2.2Y 
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4.1Y  # 11Y
4.4Y 5.5

(6.8)

Figure 6.3 Transfer function routine verification

This chapter presented two important processes, interpolation and frequency to state space domain
transformation, used by this study’s simulation.
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Chapter 7 Simulation Result
This chapter presents, a series of soaring flights simulated in Horizon Simulation Framework, used to
demonstrate the improved flight simulation features. In the first two flights, thermals are placed on the
starboard and port sides of the glider. The resulting flights demonstrated the utility of the turn logic. This
was followed by two gliders sent flying through a set of three thermals with the thermals’ locations
randomly generated for 20 simulation flights; one of the gliders had the turn logic and the other did not.
Performance difference between the two gliders was interpreted from the simulated race result. In the last
part of this chapter, three thermals were created with time varying shape, strength, and drift characteristics;
the resulted glider flight path demonstrated the interaction between the improved thermal and the glider.

7.1 Turn Logic
A glider was sent flying straight ahead with: (a) a thermal on its starboard side, and (b) a thermal on its
port side. These two flights, shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, demonstrate that the glider turned in the
correct direction for both flights, validating that the turn logic was performing as designed. Note that in
both flights initially the gliders were slightly pushed away by the thermals. These two flights also show that
the gliders can center and stay soaring within a thermal.

Figure 7.1 Clockwise turn demonstration flight
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Figure 7.3(a) was included to show the three-dimensional view of the first flight. Figure 7.3(b) showed the
thermal model that the glider encountered in its flight. The glider flight path and the thermal model were
separated for the sake of clarity.

Figure 7.2 Counterclockwise turn demonstration flight

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 Three-dimensional view of the clockwise turn demonstration flight
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7.2 Thermal Soaring Race
The goal of this race was to observe the benefits, if any exist, of including the thermal induced roll
effect and the turn logic algorithm. Hence, other time dependent properties of a thermal were not activated
in this simulated race.
Two gliders, one with the turn logic – referred to as glider #1, and one without the turn logic – referred
to as glider #2, were placed in a thermal soaring race. For every simulation flight, a set of three thermals
were randomly positioned in the rectangular race course measuring: x from 50 to 250 meters, and y from
100 to 1100 meters; with each thermal positioned at least 200 meters away from each other. The positions
of these twenty sets of thermals are shown in Figure 7.4. Both gliders started at the same position at x = 100
meters and y = 150 meters, and the same set of thermals were presented for each flight.

Figure 7.4 Twenty sets of thermals randomly positioned in the race course

The final results of the twenty flights are given in Table 7.1. In nine flights, the gliders were too far
away from the thermals and failed to detect them. In seven flights, the detected thermals were positioned on
the starboard side of the gliders. Both gliders successfully circled the thermals; however, these flights did
not trigger the turn logic. In four flights, the detected thermals were positioned on the port side of the
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gliders. The final x location, altitude, and specific energy of the two gliders in Table 7.1 showed that the
glider #1 traveled farther down the race course but was at a lower altitude. Flight #10 in Figure 7.5 was
used to demonstrate this result. Since glider #1 made the initial correct turn and entered the thermal sooner
than glider #2, as a result, glider #1 also reached the top of the thermal and exited earlier than glider #2.
Thus glider #1 used more of the altitude gain inside the thermal to travel farther. This finding can be useful
to shorten the cross country flight time. Note that even though flight #15’s turn direction was on the port
side, a closer look at the flight paths and the thermals in Figure 7.6 revealed that the thermals were almost
right in front of the gliders. Hence, the gliders had very similar results.
Table 7.1 Summary of the soaring flight race
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With Turn Logic

Without Turn Logic

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5 Flight #10 of thermal soaring race

With Turn Logic

Without Turn Logic

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6 Flight #15 of thermal soaring race

In summary, only four of the twenty simulation flights engaged the first thermal on the port side of the
glider and utilized the turn logic algorithm to travel farther down the race course. On average, glider #1
(with turn logic) traveled 150 meters farther and was at 26 meters lower in altitude than glider #2. This
finding can be useful to help shorten the time for cross country flight.

7.3 Shape, Strength, and Drift
In this simulated flight, three thermals were created with temporal variation of height, radius, and
vertical velocities. All three thermals were drifting in elliptical patterns for the entire simulation period of
500 seconds. Thermal #1 faded away in 60 seconds; thermal #2 faded in 350 seconds; and thermal #3 lasted
the entire duration of the simulation. The size and strength of the three thermals were set to decrease from
thermal#1 to thermal#3; these effects were not as apparent as the dissipation effect. Figure 7.7(b) shows the
drift paths of the three thermals. Figure 7.7(a) shows that the glider disengaged from thermal#1 in only two
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circles; due to the short duration of thermal#1 of only 60 seconds. The updraft velocity, as indicated by the
color of the flight path in Figure 7.7(a), shows that thermal#1’s vertical velocity is stronger than thermal#2,
whereas thermal #3 had the weakest lift.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7 Demonstration flight to show thermal’s time dependent properties

This chapter showed that the turn logic is working as designed by placing thermals on the left and right
side of the glider’s flight path. The twenty simulation flights also demonstrated that the glider with the turn
logic can be useful to shorten the cross country flight time. The last simulation showed that the glider react
to the thermal models as expected.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion
In this study, the changes made in the aircraft model, the thermal model, and the guidance algorithm
improved the thermal soaring flight simulation. The aircraft model includes the nonuniform thermal
vertical velocity distribution in the glider’s aerodynamic moment calculation. This models the effect of an
aircraft being pushed away when it encounters a thermal. The thermal model enables the time dependent
parameters height, radius, vertical velocity and location to be varied. This feature allows researchers to
model the constantly morphing thermals occurring in nature more closely. The guidance algorithm is
adjusted to utilize the thermal induced roll effect to direct the glider to turn toward a thermal. An aircraft
with this algorithm would be able to enter a thermal sooner than possible otherwise.
For the Horizon Simulation Framework, the successful implementation and simulation results of the
autonomous thermal soaring flight had validated the Dynamic-ECI position type feature of the framework.
Some of the mathematical models and algorithms used in this aircraft simulation were added to the HSF
library and can be reused by other projects.
A few suggestions for future work are given here. The thermal model can be further improved by
modeling the merging effects of two or more thermals. Currently, the architecture of varying a thermal’s
height, radius, vertical velocity, and locations is integrated in the thermal model. However, the variation of
these parameters in an actual thermal as time progresses throughout a day was not utilized. Actual
measurement of these thermal properties, which can be found in other reported studies, should be used in
future simulations. Only one UAV was simulated in the thermal environment, for future projects multiple
UAVs can be simulated at the same time with them interacting with each other.
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Appendix A Stability and Control Derivatives Definition
Nondimensional Stability and Control Derivatives
LQZ[\ ]X^
LQ_
LQ`

LQ ]cd ^
LMZ[\ ]X^
LM ]X, cd ^
L8e
L8g

Lift coefficient of wing-body-horizontal tail as a function of angle of attack
Derivative of lift coefficient with respect to rate change of angle of attack
Derivative of lift coefficient with respect to pitch rate
Lift coefficient as a function of elevator deflection
Drag coefficient of wing-body-horizontal tail as a function of angle of attack
Drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack and elevator deflection
Derivative of side force coefficient with respect to sideslip angle

L8h
L8ih

Derivative of side force coefficient with respect to roll rate

LRh
LR ]c ^
LRih

Derivative of roll moment coefficient with respect to roll rate

LS`

Derivative of pitch moment coefficient with respect to rate change of angle of attack

LTg

Derivative of yaw moment coefficient with respect to sideslip angle

LRe
LRg

L( >. ]X^
LS_

Derivative of side force coefficient with respect to yaw rate
Derivative of side force coefficient with respect to rudder deflection
Derivative of roll moment coefficient with respect to sideslip angle
Derivative of roll moment coefficient with respect to yaw rate
Roll moment coefficient as a function of aileron deflection
Derivative of roll moment coefficient with respect to rudder deflection
Pitch moment coefficient of wing-body-horizontal tail as a function of angle of attack

LS ]cd ^

Pitch moment coefficient due to pitch rate

LTh
LT ]X, c ^
LTih

Derivative of yaw moment coefficient with respect to roll rate

LTe

Pitch moment coefficient as a function of elevator deflection

Derivative of yaw moment coefficient with respect to yaw rate
Yaw moment coefficient as a function of angle of attack and aileron deflection
Derivative of yaw moment coefficient with respect to rudder deflection
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Dimensional Stability and Control Derivatives

<¦  #CLMÓ 2LM DNO/$(; %
<§  #CLM_ # LQ DNO/$(; %
@¦  #CLQÓ 2LQ DNO/$(; %
@§  #CLQ_ LM DNO/$(; %
@§  CL:_ DNO3Ô/$2(; %
@Õ  ; @§
@Õ  ; @§
@¨  LÖ`  NO3Ô/$2(; %
@®  LÖi NO/(

F¦  CLSÓ DNO3Ô/C; 68 D
F§  CLS_ DNO3Ô/C; 68 D
F§  CLS_ DNO3Ô /C268 ; D
FÕ  ; F§
FÕ  ; F§
F¨  LS`  NO3Ô /C268 ; D
F®  LSi  NO3Ô /C68 D
?k  L8e  NO/$(%

Bk  LTe  NO./$6: %
Ak  LRe  NO./$67 %

?³  L8g  NO./$2(; %

B³  LTg  NO.  /$26: ; %

A³  LRg  NO.  /$267 ; %

?j  CL8h DNO./$2(; %
NØ  CCÚÛ DQSb /$2Ià u %
LØ  CCãÛ DQSb /$2Iä u %

Yæç  Cèéç  QS/$m%

YæÛ  CèéÛ  QS/$m%

Næç  CÚéç  QSb/$Ià %
NæÛ  CÚéÛ  QSb/$Ià %

Læç  Cãéç  QSb/$Iä %
LæÛ  CãéÛ  QSb/$Iä %
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Appendix B Glider Geometry Measurements
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Appendix C DATCOM+ Input and Output
Input File
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Output File
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Appendix D AVL Input and Output
Input File
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88

89

Output File
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Appendix E Updraft Model Parameter Inputs
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Appendix F Pseudo Codes for Interpolation Methods
is the number of rows in the table;  is the first column of the table;

is the second column of the table;

is the coefficients for the linear function;  is where the values want to be interpolated.
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������������������
������������1:��, ��1:��, ��1:��
������������
�������� ��# 1 ����1 ����
������# ����≥ 0 ������������������������
������������
��������������������← ���� $��# ����%$����%
������������������������������������������
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Natural Cubic Spline

is the number of rows in the table;  is the first column of the table;

is the second column of the table;

is the coefficients for the spline function;  is where the values want to be interpolated.

������������������������������3_��������$ ��,��,��,��%
����������������,��
������������1:��, ��1:��, ��1:��
����������1:��#1 , ��1:��#1 , ��1:��#1 , ��1:��#1
�������� 1 ������# 1 ����
��← ���� 1 # ����
����← $���� 1 # ����%⁄��
������������
��2 ← 2$1 2 %
��2 ← 6$��2 # ��1 %
�������� 3 ������# 1 ����
����← 2$�� ��#1 % # �2�#1 ⁄����#1
����← 6$����# ����#1 % # ��#1 ����#1 ⁄����#1
������������
���� ← 0.0
�������� ��# 1 ����2 ����
����← $����# ������ 1 %/����
������������
��0 ← 0.0
������������������������������ , ��,��, ��
������������������������������������3_��������

��������������������������������������3_��������$ ��,��,��,��,��%
����������������
����������, ������
������������1:��, ��1:��, ��1:��
�������� ��# 1 ����1 ����
������# ����≥ 0 ������������������������
������������
 ← ���� 1 # ����
������← ����/2 $��# ����%$���� 1 # ����%/$6%
������← #$⁄6%$���� 1 2����% $���� 1 # ����%/
������������3_��������← ���� $��# ����%$������%
����������������������������������3_��������
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$��# ����%$������%

Bilinear Method

( is the number of rows of the two dimensional table;

is the number of columns; t1 is a vector for the

dependent variable for different row; t2 is a vector for the dependent variable for the different columns; 1

is the value used to interpolate the table in t1; 2 is the value used to interpolate the table in t2.

��������������������������������������������������$ ��, ��, ��1, ��2, ��,��1, ��2 %
����������������, ��,��,��
������������11:��, ��21:��, ����:��
������������1, ��2, ��, ��
�������� ��# 1 ����1 ����
������1 # ��1��≥ 0 ������������������������
������������
�������� ��# 1 ����1 ����
������2 # ��2��≥ 0 ������������������������
������������
��← $��1 # ��1��%/ $��1�� 1 # ��1��%
��← C��2 # ��2��D/C��2�� 1 # ��2��D
������������������������← $1 # ��%$1 # ��%C����,��D $��%$1 # ��%C���� 1,��D
$��%$��%C���� 1,�� 1 D $1 # ��%$��%C����,�� 1 D
����������������������������������������������
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Point Fitting Method

( is the number of rows of the two dimensional table;

is the number of columns; t1 is a vector for the

dependent variable for different row; t2 is a vector for the dependent variable for the different columns; 1
is the value used to interpolate the table in t1; 2 is the value used to interpolate the table in t2.
,

,

,



are the coefficients being calculated.

�����������������������
��������
������
�������������$��, ��,��1, ��2, ��, ��1 , ��2 , ��3 , ��4 %
����������������, ��,�
�,��
������������11:��, ��21:��, ����:��, ��1��#1:��#1 , ��2��#1:��#1 , ��3��#1:��#1 , ��4��#1:��#1
������������4:4 , ��
4:1 , ��
4:1
�������
� 1 ������# 1 ����
�������� 1 ������# 1 ����
1 ��1��
��2��
��1����2��

±
1 ��1�� 1
��2��
��1�� 1 ��2�� °
¬
��← ¬
1 ��1�� ��2�� 1
��1����2�� 1 °
¬
°̄
«1 ��1�� 1 ��2�� 1 ��1�� 1 ��2�� 1
����,��
���� 1,��
��← £ ��
¥
�
�,�� 1
���� 1,�� 1
��← $��#1 %��
��1��,�� ← ��1
��2��,�� ← ��2
��3��,�� ← ��3
��4��,�� ← ��4
������������
������������
��������������������������������,��, ��
�����������������������������
�
�������
������
�������������

�������������������������������
��������
�
�����
�
�����������
�$��, ��,��1, ��2, ��1, ��2, ��3, ��4, ��1, ��2%
����������������, ��,�
�,��
������������11:��, ��21:��, ��1��#1:��#1 , ��2��#1:��#1 , ��3��#1:��#1 , ��4��#1:��#1
������������1, ��2
������1 É ��11 ����������1 ← ��11
������2 É ��21 ����������2 ← ��21
������1 Æ ��1�� ����������1 ← ��1��
������2 Æ ��2�� ����������2 ← ��2��
�������
� ��# 1 ����2
������1 # ��1��≥ 0 �������������
�
���
�������
������������
�������� ��# 1 ����2
������2 # ��2�� ≥ 0 �������������
����
�������
������������
��������������������������������← ��1��,�� ��2��,����1 ��3��,����2 ��4��,����1��2
���������������������������
��������
�
�����
������������
�
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Appendix G Transfer Function Routine
;( is the numerator of the transfer function stored in a cell array;  is the denominator of the transfer

function stored in a cell array; ( is the number of elements in ;(;
, Î, L, and Ñ are the state space matrices that are being calculated

���������������������������������������������
�����$ ��, ��,������, ������,��, ��, ��, ��%
����������������, ��,��
����������������1:��, ������1:��,
��������������#1:��#1 , ��1:��#1 , ��1:��#1 , ��1:1
�������
� 2 ������
��1,��#1 ← #��������/������1
������������
������ �
� 2 ������# 1
����,��#1 ← 1.0
������������
��1,1 ← 1.0
������É ����������
��← ��# $�� 1%
�������
� 1 ������
��1,�� �� ← ��������/������1
������������
�������������� ����������
�������
� 1 ������# 1
��1,��← C�������� 1 ��1,��D������1 /������1
������������
��1,1 ← ��1,1 ������1 /������1
��������
����������
���������������������������������������������������
�����
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is the number of element in den;

